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Microlocal Calculus and Fourier Transforms
by
Masakazu MURO*

§ 1.

In this note we shall explain the general scheme for calculation

of the Fourier transforms of relatively invariant hyperfunctions on regular
prehomogeneous vector spaces by Microlocal Calculus.
the theory will appear in [1],

[3] and [6].

The

details of

The principal purpose of

this note is to state Theorem 6.
A prehomogeneous vector space over the complex number field C
is by definition a triple (G, p, V) of an affine algebraic group G, a finite
dimensional vector space V and a linear representation p of G on V,
all defined over C, such that there exists a point xEiV, (which is called
a generic point of V), whose G-orbit p(G) -.ris dense in V.
mial f(x)

on V is called a relative invariant if f(p(g}

for every g^G,

A polyno-

-x) — %((?)

with % denoting a rational character of G.

'f(x)

It is a homo-

geneous polynomial and is uniquely determined by % up to a constant
factor.

Further, (G, p, V)

invariant f(x)

is called regular if it possesses a relative

whose logarithmic Hessian det (92log/(.r) /dx^x^)

vanish indentically.

For example (G, p, V)

does not

is known to be regular if

G and the isotropy group at a generic point of V are both reductive.
And we call it irreducible if p is an irreducible representation.

An

irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector space has just one irreducible
relative invariant up to a constant multiple.
Let g be the Lie algebra of G, and x\-^>A-x be the derived representation of p.

Let 6f be the sheaf of microdifferential operators of finite

order on the cotangent bundle T*V.

A good Lagrangian of T*V is

by definition a Lagrangian submanifold which is a G-orbit of some (XQ, y0)
eT*V, and contained in Wo, which is defined in [I] or [2],

Then we

have the following theorem.
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Let <^Ms—£*/$\_s] be the holonomic system of fs,

i-e, g\A = {P(s, x, £U EE £'[>]; P(s, x9 DJfs = Q}. In a neighborhood
of a generic point of a good Lagrangian, §\_s~\ is generated by {(A-x,
Dxy — sS%(A); A eg}. In the real locus, this holonomic system has
a microfunction solution sp(\f(x)\s}.
The principal symbol (which is defined later) on the conormal
bundle of the origin is represented by the Fourier transeform of \f(x) \s,
So we have only to seek for the principal symbol on it. In the following
sections we shall explain the calculation of the principal symbols on good
Lagrangians and their relations. The details of the theory of prehomogeneous vector spaces can be found in [1], [4], [5] and [7].

§ 2. Let (G, p, V) be an 7z-dimensional irreducible regular prehomgeneous vector space whose relative invariant is f(x) with a character
X, and degree of f(x) is r. Then we can define another regular prehomogeneous vector space (G, p*, V*), where V* is the dual space of
V and p* is the contragredient representation. We know that it has
also only one relative invariant /* (y) with character ^~1. Let (GjJ, p, Vjj)
and (G£,p*, V£) be real forms of (G, p, V) and (G, p*, V*), respectivei
i
ly. We put \_]Vi = VR — S and | \Vi* = VjH — *S* as decompositions into
i=i

t=i

connected components, where S = {x EE V; f(x) = 0} and S* = {y^V*;

/*(y)=0}.
Definition 2.

fl/*(y)r

(

o

Then each |/| / (x) is a hyperfunction on Vjj, more precisely, a microfunction on V—lT*Vn>
system JAS for generic

an

d this microfunction satisfies the holonomic
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Let A be an irreducible component of S S ( J l f t s ) , and AR be its real
locus on V — 1 T* VR,
1

12

V —TT * y .

which is

a

real

Lagrangian

submanifold in

Assume that the symbol ideal J of §\_i[ is a reduced ideal

in a neighborhood of a generic point p of A.

Then the dimension of

microfunction solution space is one. We say that this Lagrangian submanifold is simple and that <3tts is simple characteristic along A.
Al9 Az be two simple Lagrangian submanifolds of JVls.
a neighborhood of p^A^^Af,

Let

Suppose that in

Jnis is isomorphic microlocally to

where A + l = ordAlfs — ordAzfSjr^,

and A^= {yi=x2 = •- = xn = Q}, A2 = {xl

= xz= '"=xn = Q}9 by a suitable real quantized contact transformation.
Then, in a neighborhood of p, A? = A1+\_\A1~ and A? = A2+\__\AZ~.

On

each connected component, there is only one dimensional solution space.
Moreover these solutions have relations one another.
this more precisely in the next section.

We shall explain

We can calculate the Fourier

transform of f (x) by using such relations.

For this purpose, we have

to introduce real principal symbols, which is the real analytic section of
a line bundle on A.
§ 3.

Real principal symbols of microfunction solutions of holonomic

systems was introduced by Prof. M. Kashiwara.

The real principal sym-

m

bol of a microfunction P(x", DX'*) 8 (x^ d (xz*) "S(xk) is defined to be

" f) /\
V

\dxil\dxr~ }\dx*\

when we use the coordinate \/ — 1T*VJR= (xl9 x2, •-, xn\ \/ — l?i, V — 1?2,
•••,\/--:l?n)

such that A={x'=g"=Q}, where x' = (xl9xz, •~,xk')9

= (xk+1, -,^),

f ' = ( f t , -,&)

and r=(f* + i, •-,«.

is a microdifferential operator of fractional order.
I/Z

of \SA\ (X)|*SF| ~

1/2

Here

x"

?(x''9Dx)

It is an analytic section

where \Sv\ and jiflj are sheaves of real analytic volume

elements on V and A9 respectively.
choice of coordinate systems.

Moreover, it is independent of the

When (p(y) is a homogeneous hyperfunc-

tion, the principal symbol of 0(.r) = J"^(y) exp \/ — l<(y, xydy at the conormal bundle of the origin can be easily calculated.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that (p(y) is a homogeneous hyperfunction
of homogeneous degree v on Rn which satisfies the following conditions
-0 9(y} is real analytic in an open cone FdR71.
II) Supp (p(y))cr
Then euue have the followi?ig principal symbol on the conormal bundle
of the origin.

Therefore, if we know that the Fourier transform of a homogeneous
hyperfunction (p(pc) is also a homogeneous hyperf unction, then we see
that to calculate the Fourier transform of (p(x) is nothing but to seek
for the principal symbol of (p(x) at the conormal bundle of the origin
if SS (^(^)) contains it.
XX

§4.

Let A be an irreducible component of SS(Jtts), and |_ \Ai be
i

a connected component decomposition of real locus of A. Then we can
define a basis of real principal symbol on each At as follows.

Here we set

TC is a projection

map

and s = (x,yy/r, ord fs= —mAs — 1A .
Then the real principal symbols of \ f \ s ( x ) on each At can be expressed
as follows.

Definition 4» Let A1 and A2 be t°wo irreducible components of
), and | \Ai and \ \Af be connected component decompositions
i

3
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the relation number between A£

and A/, and CA.(.^ are called the associated numbers.
Theorem 5. Let Aj = V j X { 0 } and ^* = {0} X V,*. Let A(s) be
a matrix -whose \—j entry is cAii(s)/cAoJ(s).
Then

l/*lr s - /r (y)
J
•where

exp V—l(x, y)dy

c0 =/* (y) -/(grady log /* (y) )
c, =f*(yT'r Hess, log /*(y).

This theorem can be easily proved by the general theory of prehomogeneous vector space.
§ 5.

The problem is how to obtain A (5).

Let (G7, p', y7) be another //-dimensional irreducible regular

prehomogeneous vector space whose relative invariant is /7(.r7) with a
rational character %'. Let (G', p* 7 , V"*7) be the regular prehomogeneous
vector space by the contragredient representation and /* 7 (y 7 ) be a relative
invariant with a character y^~l.

Moreover, we assume the following con-

ditions hold.
1) Let <JC =£Vifs'Cr') and in a neighborhood of (xQ,yo)^T*V,
/^
Jtts is isomorphic to JttS'§<)8(x")
k

2)

k

Let |_| Vi=VR — S' and |_| V}* = V^—S* 7 be connected com-

ponent decompositions where S7 = {xf e F7 ;/7 (^c7) =0} and S*7 = {y e F*7;
/ | B / Cy / )=0}.

We set
|/ 7 (x 7 )| s

if ^ 7 eF/

0

if x7 $ F/

o

if y^yy*'

Then we have
exp A/—l<:t',
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where
B(s')

an kxk

c,' =/*' (/)/

matrix
(grady< log/*' (y') )

c/=/*/(y')1"'/r' Hess,- log /*'(/)
3)

Let A = T*.XQV and A' —T*.y^V* be two irreducible components

of SS(JM,).

Let LMi'^i-^ and \_\AS = AR-S' be connected com*=i
y=i
ponent decompositions in a neighborhood of (.r0, y<0 such that by a suitable
real quantized contact transformation 0

Here, 2 and J?' are the sets of non generic points of AR and A'R,
respectively, and we set

Under these conditions, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6.

The matrix of relation numbers between A' and A

s
(cAt(s)/cAf(s»

x B 0) x
'where;

=

Texp (7T/4) V^l (r (^/) - r
exp (7T/4) V^l (r (^(/) - r
i)

ordA>f* = — smA, — 1A,
ordJ*=-smA-lA

s' = —s (mA, — m^ — (1A, — 1A) — n'/r'
ii)

r(.i/)
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(X-, V^-ly*) z*5

a
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generic point of A/.

Especially when f'(x'}=xl9 we have the following formula.
Corollary 7.

exp(7rv / — l(rGii') — rG4n^'))/4),
X

, exp (TT V11! (r (40 - r (4 fl ^0) /4).

:= -5(m,,-m,) - (k,-k) +1/2 .
By using this theorem, we can calculate A (5). In this way, we have
calculated many examples of Fourier transforms, and they can be found
in M> [3], and [6].
this theorem in [1].

And we can find more "generalized" formula of
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